Lee, Sechang. 2018. A study of manner assimilation: focusing on word-initial [l]-avoidance, lateralization, and nasalization in Korean. Linguistic Research 35(2), 357-379. The purpose of this paper is to provide an explanation of manner assimilation as a whole in terms of the interaction of well-defined OT constraints. It turns out that previous OT treatments of lateralization in Korean assumes the crucial role of a language-specific constraint to the effect that a sequence of ln or nl is prohibited in the output. I attempt to get rid of the language-specificity by offering to replace the constraint in question with a licensing one requiring a doubly-linked structure of [lateral]
Introduction
Rules in Generative Grammar were originally designed to be built from a Structural Description delimiting a range of inputs and a Structural Change specifying the operations that are performed on the input (Chomsky 1961) . Therefore, the principal concern of linguistic exploration was to explicate the possible Structural Descriptions of rules and to define the possible Structural Changes of them. This general conception has carried over for decades until we meet a new, optimality-theoretic perspective in early 1990s. The idea of the * I am grateful to anonymous reviewers for their invaluable comments.
Optimality Theory (OT, henceforth) is based on the discovery that the significant phonological regularities were to be found not in input configurations, nor in the transformational operations, but in the characterization of output structures (cf. Smolensky 1993, 2004; Prince 1993, 1995) . This is exactly the type of evidence one needs for claiming that Universal Grammar (UG, henceforth) is based essentially on the workings of output well-formedness constraints. 1 Those well-formedness constraints are translated as universal constraints in OT framework and the argumentation of cross-linguistic variation crucially depends on the way they are ranked and how they interact. Since it is assumed in OT that there is a finite set of universal constrains in UG, it is very important to design UG in such a way that every constraint in the UG is as universal as possible, which enables us to preserve UG at a minimum cost.
Inevitably, however, it should be admitted that there is also a need for a set of language-specific constraints in the grammar of every language. I argue in this vein that a desirable model of grammar should keep a minimum number of those language-specific constraints in our grammar, which promotes our approaching to an ideal UG. Approaching from this perspective, I intend to analyze various aspects of manner assimilation in Korean. Above all things, I reexamine previous OT constraints employed in earlier analyses to show that they are not properly designed in the sense of OT. And then I continue to propose an intuitively more satisfying universal constraint in my manner-assimilation analysis that fares better than in previous treatments. It will be shown that the explanation in this article has to be preferred because it provides for an economical theory that uses a minimum of apparatus.
Paradigm
Across syllable boundary, adjacent sonorant cluster /ln/ or /nl/ is bound to undergo the manner assimilation of either lateralization or nasalization. This article aims to provide a unified explanation for diverse ramifications of the manner assimilation. Characteristic instances that I will focus on in what follows are displayed below:
( The line between them is not hard to find: we find a concatenation of two morphemes in (2c, d) unlike those in (2a, b). Another perhaps more surprising fact is that nasal stops appear out of nowhere in cases where an obstruent or sonorant is followed by a lateral as shown in (3). Something very interesting is going on here. The fact that nasals often surface calls for explanation given that no nasal is given in the underlying representation.
Previous treatment
Before turning to my analysis, I will present previous discussions germane to the OT analysis to be offered in this article. Davis and Shin (1999, D&S henceforth) proposed a markedness constraint 'SyllCon' to handle the Korean lateralization within the framework of OT. 2 I examine the way SyllCon functions
and point out what kind of significant problems it poses empirically as well as theoretically for standard OT-based analyses. There is yet additional concern. I will discuss that the ancillary constraint 'Similarity' D&S introduces is a constraint of arbitrary nature and rather like a typical phonological rule widely adopted since early generative tradition (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968, known widely as SPE). Finally, I make a review of previous analyses adopting or slightly modifying D&S's approach and illustrate that they are also inherently 2 As far as my knowledge goes, Davis and Shin (1999) was actually the first work in the literature that attempted to formulate the precise mechanism of Korean lateralization in terms of OT universal constraint. Their SyllCon has been standardly adopted in the subsequent relevant literature, as will be attested in this section. I do not question the status SyllCon as a universal constraint. My idea in this work originates from questioning the validity of D&S's 'Similarity' which will be introduced shortly.
problematic in that the same serious problems arise as above.
A potential consonant concatenation results when two syllables come into contact with each other. The strength difference between these adjacent consonants has been noted to play a significant role in accounting for phonological alternations in many relevant languages in traditional literature (Hooper 1976; Murray and Vennemann 1983; Vennemann 1988, among others). 3 D&S captured the generalization thus obtained in terms of sonority difference.
The descriptive generalization now reads as follows:
(4) Syllable Contact (SyllCon) D&S (1999: 286) "The onset of a syllable must not be of greater sonority than the last segment in the immediately preceding syllable." (That is, avoid rising sonority over a syllable boundary.)
The SyllCon in (4) requires that a descending sonority scale should be preferred to ascending one between adjacent consonants across syllable boundary. In other words, the consonant at the left-hand side of syllable boundary should have higher sonority than the one at the right-hand side. This is to say that a syllable coda is higher in sonority scale than an immediately following syllable onset.
If SyllCon is adopted as an OT constraint in the tableau, the facts of Korean lateralization fall out nicely, as illustrated below: The data in (3b) pose an apparent challenge to the analysis in (5) above since there surface nasal consonants in spite of the fact that no source of nasal is given in the input. SyllCon turns out to be instrumental in resolving the problem. The following tableau illustrates the situation: However, D&S's analysis which crucially depends on the work of SyllCon soon runs into a problem. The following tableau, /ln/ as its input sequence, illustrates this: D&S 1999: 299) (7d) must be the actual output, but it is not the most harmonic candidate.
Regardless of the ranking of all the constraints, however, (7a) must be the winner since all the other remaining candidates in (7b-d) are harmonically bounded by it. The main culprit for this wrong decision appears to be that the input sequence is /ln/ (7) not /nl/ as in (5). D&S resolve this empirical problem with additional machinery, introducing another output constraint in the hierarchy. They see this as an effect of the 'Similarity' blocking the occurrence of adjacent sonorant coronals, as shown below: (1999: 300) A sequence of coronal sonorant consonants is disallowed.
After all, the intended result of (8) (5) and (9)? No, patently. D&S confront a directionality problem here. This casts very serious doubt on thier account of lateralization. Our intuition tells us that (5) and (9) are one and the same process and should be explained in a single unified way.
According to Smolensky (1993, 2004) and McCarthy and Prince (1993) , markedness is built into grammars in the form of universal output constraints. Since those constraints are of universal nature, they are to directly state unmarked patterns: 'syllables are open' or 'feet are binary', etc. Constraints are intrinsically in conflict, but grammars regulate the conflicts through the rankings and interactions of the constraints. In a related vein, it will be argued in the next section that such a state of affairs as caused by Similarity in (8) poses significant empirical and theoretical problems for a standard OT approach.
It is noteworthy that essentially no substantial analyses of Korean manner assimilation since D&S have appeared in which any basically different way of explanation is put into practice. 6 Kang (2000) also presents an analysis of the phenomena in question, using the constraints in (10). I will detail the inadequacies of this approach. The illustration of his approach is offered in tableau (11): (10) Kang (2000)'s constraints a.
[n%l]: the adjacency of nasal and lateral is not allowed.
b. *σ[l: a lateral is not allowed in the syllable-initial position.
c. *[nn]: coronal nasal geminates are not allowed.
The tableau in (11) illustrates how the candidate with lateralization is correctly chosen by the constraint hierarchy.
At this point, it is perhaps reasonable to view this style of explanation with 6 To give an example, Kang (2002) admits that D&S's analysis insightfully explains the Korean manner assimilation phenomena in terms of SyllCon and Similarity. She provides some analyses of additional data involving word structure along the lines of that proposed by D&S, incorporating OO-correspondence in the sense of Benua (1995) . But importantly her claim does not lend any new perspectives on the crucial data we are currently dealing with. some suspicion. Although Kang (2000) 's OT approach seems to work well for these cases, it bears some inherent serious problems that it encounters when the nature of constraints are considered from an OT perspective. Each constraint employed in (11) (12) Sonority Uniformity (SonUni) (Sohn 2008: 37) A sequence of alveolar sonorants of different sonority rank is disallowed.
(13) Max-OO(nas/cod) (Sohn 2008: 38) The feature [+nasal] of an output segment in the coda is realized in the corresponding output.
Consider her tableau in (14) 
In both tableaux, the SonUni is ranked high enough to heavily influence the selection of optimal outputs. 8 What is particularly to be noted here is that there is in fact no substantial difference between Sohn's SonUni in (12) and D&S's Similarity in (8). These two constraints would share potential problems. I will discuss in depth the problems in the next section. In the tableau (15), in addition, we find * σ [l and *RR, which are language-specific. These do not carry any explanatory power in OT for the sort of reasons already mentioned in connection with the formulation of Kang (2000)'s constraints in (10).
Validity of OT constraints
It has long been recognized that in Semitic languages the verbal root, typically consisting of three consonants (e.g., ktb or qtl), serves as the skeleton to which vowels as flesh are added in the process of word-formation. This is a 8 Sohn (2008: 45) argues that the constraint ranking in (15) is to account for marginal speech form opting for lateral geminate, where OO-correspondence is unavailable. In this case, the total ranking she argues for is as follows: SyllCon, SonUni, *σ[l, *RR » Max-OO(nas/cod),
well-known case of non-concatenative morphological process. Greenberg (1950) lays out the cooccurrence restrictions to the effect that combinations of homorganic consonants are disfavored. Afterwards, we witness the appearance of a landmark article by McCarthy (1986) in which some anomalous aspects of roots are accounted for by the workings of the Obligatory Contour Principle (the OCP). The OCP is a principle of Universal Grammar. And that was originally proposed Leben (1973) for the purpose of accounting for the fact that like tones cannot be adjacent to each other in tone languages. I will argue in what follows that D&S's Similarity cannot obtain the OCP status of any universal nature, and must be no more than a language-specific constraint.
Pierrehumbert ( What is of interest is that we witness a special pattern in Arabic. That is, the Coronal Sonorants in (16b) co-occur freely with the Coronal Obstruents in (16c) (Pierrehumbert 1993: 369) . This means that since no contravention of the OCP occurs between these two categories, the OCP cannot be defined on [coronal] tier. McCarthy (1988) Similarity cannot be a markedness constratint reflecting the unmarked aspects of linguistic affairs but a language-specific constraint putting a burden on our grammar. Of course, it would be inevitable in constructing an OT grammar that every grammar has certain set of language-specific constraints. But every language-specific constraint comes at a cost while universal constraints come for free. According to the OT interpretation, the phonological consequences of any cost are determined by constraint ranking. Therefore, we need to preserve the set of language-specific constraints at a minimum cost.
Going back to the discussion in the preceding paragraph, introducing D&S's Similarity in the tableau might seem to handle the avoidance of [l.n] or [n.l] sequences in Korean, apparently. Unfortunately, however, the Similarity cannot be a universal markedness constraint. D&S's Similarity which forbids adjacent [+son, +cor] specifications is reasonably argued to be an output constraint of language-specific nature, which puts a burden on individual grammar. In a sense, the Similarity is as good as arbitrary *ln or *ln not to mention Kang 9 A central goal of underspecification theory is to eliminate all redundancy from underlying representations (Kiparsky 1982; Archangeli 1984, among others 
Proposal
To gain a more accurate view of the current situation, let us begin by considering the /n/-deletion data under Initial Law, as given in (1a) (18) 11 D&S and other subsequent treatments do not consider Initial Law in their analyses. 12 *Complex: No more than one C or V may associate to any syllable position node. (Prince and Smolensky 2004: 96) 13 A more detailed discussion of the word-initial /n/-deletion is beyond the scope of this paper which focuses on /l/~/n/ alternation. So I will not discuss it any further. 14 The other data in (1a) should be associated to some other consonant than the one that dominates it.
The following picture portrays a typical situation:
word-initial /n/-deletion cases. What is especially intriguing about all these cases is that their surface manifestations are heavily influenced by the presence of /i/ or /j/ in the syllable nucleus. That is, the underlying /n/ must have been palatalized and then deleted in satisfaction of *Complex. This constitutes a strong evidence for the relevance of palatalization with the word-initial /n/-deletion phenomenon. 
The syllable-initial [lateral] in (21a) Last but certainly not least, I will employ in my analysis a faithfulness constraint which disfavors sonority difference between input and output segments.
(22) FAITH-[sonority]
Sonority of input sonorant consonants should be identical with that of output consonants.
(22) assigns (a) violation mark(s) for every output segment that deviates in degree of sonority from its given input sonorant consonants. A good strategy to ensure this is to mark violations gradiently in terms of a sonority scale like (23):
(23) Sonority scale (Hogg and McCully 1987: 33) 6. Analysis I continue to adopt the strategy that phonological processes are best explained through the interaction of well-defined output constrains rather than language-specific constraints themselves. The latter is selected for the optimal output as it has no violation of the constraint. 19 18 It has been pointed out by an anonymous reviewer that the optimal output can vary depending on dialectal or generational differences: [ɨ.mun.non] or [ɨ.mul.lon]. From a perspective of OT grammar, these kinds of differences basically reduce to different languages and can be accounted for in terms of the re-ranking of relevant constraints. 19 Given the apparently identical input sequence of /ln/ as in (25: /nonli/), it might come as
Conclusion
A prime motivation for this article was the observation that the feature by an adjacent consonant. This constraint has proved to provide insight into the nature of manner assimilation as a whole in Korean. This article can therefore be viewed as an attempt to show how this constraint can be brought to bear on long-standing Initial Law and manner assimilation problems. All available evidence converges to show that the current analysis in fact provides fundamental explanations for them. It is significant then that such a simple and natural strategy allows us to preserve the optimality theory of phonology at a minimum cost. After all, this line of strategy should be the right track our phonological analysis should be on.
surprise that (29) produces the opposite result. However, it should be taken into account that OO-correspondence is activated only in the latter since an independent word (i.e., /səl/) serves as the morphological base of the complex word.
